RAPID SPACEBACK

Effective: February 2018

RAPID SPACEBACK
– EXPERIENCE MORE
The Rapid Spaceback is a car of extremes. Impressively compact, yet remarkably
spacious with generous leg and headroom for up to five occupants. It has an
understated interior, yet is packed with intuitive technology including the latest
smart assistance systems and connected features. Then there’s the increased
performance that uses less energy thanks to intelligent engine recuperation.
The result is a car of compelling opposites that enables you to experience
more at every turn.
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Models shown are not UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.
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LOOK SHARP
The Rapid Spaceback’s exterior features a new longer rear window design, giving it a
sportier and edgier look. This is further enhanced by the sharp and high tornado line.
It’s not all change however, as the car’s dynamic silhouette remains ever present.
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DYNAMIC FRONT DESIGN

PANORAMIC GLASS ROOF

REAR LIGHTS

The front view of the Rapid Spaceback
is characterised by the wide air intake
grid with integrated fog lamps. While the
striking radiator grille and eye-catching
chrome strip also command attention.

Made entirely of tinted glass, the panoramic
roof gives every passenger the sensation of
extra light and space. Standard on SE Sport.

The distinctive C-shape rear lights wrap
around to the sides, further enhancing the
Rapid Spaceback’s rear view. A darkened
black finish is standard on the SE Sport.

Models shown are not UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.
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DASHBOARD
Designed to perfectly complement the curve of
the steering wheel, the stylish dashboard has
been designed with functionality front of mind.
Top trims include a multifunction steering
wheel wrapped in leather, which puts radio
and phone controls at your fingertips.
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Models shown are not UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.

SPACE TO IMPRESS
ŠKODA and class-leading space have always gone hand in hand.
The Rapid Spaceback’s refined interior builds on this tradition,
providing generous room for up to five occupants. It’s also
a perfect example of style meeting substance, with
practical touches filling every inch.

REAR PARKING SENSORS

AMBIENT LIGHTING

HEATED SEATS

When reversing towards objects the
sensors produce an acoustic sound
to inform the driver of the distance
between the car and the object.

Going for a trip in the Rapid Spaceback
is never dull thanks to the soft ambient
lighting on the centre console, front feet
area and door handles. Available with
light and rain assist.

When it’s chilly out, your inside passengers
will appreciate the heated rear seats that
form part of the Winter pack. These are
regulated by a separate control on the
rear side of the front armrest.
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CONNECTIVITY TO GO
WHEREVER YOU GO
By enabling you to be fully online on the move, the Rapid Spaceback
helps you stay connected wherever your journey takes you. Thanks
to its smart assistance systems, you’ll also know the best places
to park, shortcuts to take and routes to avoid.
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SMARTLINK+

NAVIGATION SYSTEM

EMERGENCY CALL

REAR USB PORTS

From taking calls to switching between
your favourite playlists, SmartLink+
enables you to safely use your smartphone
through the infotainment system. It also
includes SmartGate, which enables you to
record and analyse your drive to help you
cut fuel costs and extend the life of your
car. Available as an optional extra.

The Amundsen satellite navigation with
6.5” touchscreen display will get you
from A to B, but why stop there? With
Bluetooth®, SmartLink+ (optional) and
two SD card slots, it offers complete
connectivity on-the-go.

Activated by pressing a red button placed
on the roof, Emergency Call provides
immediate contact with the emergency
services. In the event of a crash, the call
is made automatically to ensure you get
the help you need.

Passengers can keep their devices charged
up using the two rear USB ports. Available
as an option on all trim levels.

STAY CONNECTED
The new ŠKODA Connect system turns the Rapid Spaceback into a fully
interconnected car. Infotainment Online provides satellite navigation, traffic
reports and calendar updates.

Models shown are not UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.

While Care Connect focuses on help and safety, enabling remote access and
control of the vehicle. It also offers an assistance service for any situation that
needs it.
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SPACE TO SPARE
As the name suggests, the Rapid Spaceback really boasts impressive luggage
capacity. The sizeable boot has 415 litres of space available, which can be increased
to 1,381 litres when the rear seats are folded down. Combined with the wide opening,
the Rapid Spaceback is ready to pack everything you’ll need for that special family outing.
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FIT AROUND YOU
We understand that everyone uses space differently. Some require
very little, others demand more. That’s why we’ve designed the
boot of the Rapid Spaceback to adjust to your precise needs,
whether that’s additional room or extra functionality.

CARGO ELEMENTS

DOUBLE-SIDED BOOT FLOOR

NET PROGRAMME

SPACIOUS STORAGE

Stop your luggage from sliding across
the boot with these two optional
plastic cargo elements with Velcro®
fastener. When not in use, they can be
stored in the compartments behind the
rear wheel arches.

This thoughtful optional feature lets
you quickly switch between a carpet or
rubber boot floor. Taking suitcases to
the airport? Go for carpet. Need to take
off those muddy boots? Flip it to rubber.

This optional set of nets comes in a
variety of sizes increasing the flexibility
of the luggage space and preventing
objects from sliding around.

Several storage compartments have
been included in the interior to help
you keep it looking its best.
The glove compartment can also be
air-conditioned, making it perfect for
storing chilled refreshments.

Models shown are not UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.
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IT’S THE LITTLE THINGS
THAT COUNT
In a car packed with cutting-edge smart technology, we haven’t forgotten
about the simple ideas. After all, they’re often the ones you rely on most.
Especially on cold mornings and rainy days.

REAR-VIEW CAMERA
Located on the boot handle, the rear-view
camera makes light work of reverse parking,
with an integrated washer to keep obstacles
visible.

UMBRELLA STORAGE
A spot of rain will never dampen your spirits
again thanks to the umbrella under the front
passenger seat.

ICE SCRAPER
Mounted out of sight on the fuel cap this
handy ice scraper is ideal for frosty mornings.
It also doubles up as a magnifier.
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REAR SEAT ARMREST
The option of the foldable rear seat
armrest creates a load-through area
that enables you to pack long items
while retaining seating in the back.
The armrest also includes an
integrated drinks holder, giving
rear passengers the opportunity
to stay refreshed on the move.

Models shown are not UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.
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SAFETY WITHOUT
COMPROMISE

THIRD HEADREST
If full carloads are the rule rather than the
exception, the option of a third headrest
in the middle seat will be welcomed by
all rear passengers.
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Models shown are not UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.

The Rapid Spaceback offers exceptional safety to all passengers. It’s why you’ll
find smart safety features such as ABS braking, Electronic Stability Control
and three-point safety belts aren’t available as an option. They come as
standard, as do the six airbags located around the car.

AIRBAGS

DRIVER FATIGUE SENSOR

FRONT ASSIST

Safety is always a priority, with six airbags
included as standard including head, front
and front side airbags. In the event you’re
transporting a little one in the front, the
passenger airbag can be deactivated as
required.

Using data from the power steering
sensors, this clever assistant system
detects when it’s time to stop for a
coffee break and displays a warning
on the display.

Using a radar in the front bumper, this
system provides an audio and visual signal
to warn of an impending collision. If the
driver fails to respond, the system initiates
braking to minimise any possible impact.
Available as an option on SE Tech and
SE Sport.
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TIME WELL SPENT
Whether nipping through the city or cruising up the motorway, every second
behind the wheel should be one enjoyed in total relaxation. It’s why we’ve
packed the Rapid Spaceback with clever little comforts that makes
even the daily commute something to look forward to.
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MULTIFUNCTION STEERING
WHEEL

KEYLESS ENTRY AND
START/STOP

The attractive multifunction leather
steering wheel isn’t simply soft and tactile,
it enables you to control the radio and
your connected smartphone.

Get on the road faster by equipping the
car with keyless entry and start/stop.
A start/stop button is also located on
the steering column to enable you to
effortlessly turn the engine on and off.

CRUISE CONTROL
Maintain a constant speed without
using the pedals, allowing you to fully
concentrate on the road ahead.

HEADLAMP WASHERS
The integrated telescopic washers
keep the headlamps clean, ensuring
obstacles and other drivers are
always in clear sight.

Models shown are not UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.
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BEST OF BOTH
WORLDS
Performance when you need it, enhanced fuel efficiency
when you don’t. That’s the power of the Rapid Spaceback’s
turbocharged engines. While each offers a distinctively
unique drive, all feature sophisticated technical solutions
such as start/stop and brake energy recuperation.
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Models shown are not UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.

FUEL-EFFICIENT
ENGINES
Whether you favour petrol or
diesel, you’ll find a clever engine
to suit. Four are available to choose
from, each delivering a comfortable
and compelling driving.

DIRECT SHIFT GEARBOX (DSG)
DSG automatically adapts to your driving
style, whilst taking road conditions into
account. It reduces the strain on the engine
and stress to the driver, by deciding when to
change gear, leaving you free to concentrate
on the journey.

START/STOP
With this fuel saving feature, the engine automatically
switches off when stationary, restarting as soon as the
driver presses the clutch or steps off the brake.
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RAPID SPACEBACK S
Heated wing mirrors, smart assist systems, USB connectivity. Just some
of the thoughtful touches and features included in this entry-level trim.

DAYTIME RUNNING LIGHTS

BODY COLOURED DOOR MIRRORS AND HANDLES

DRIVER AND PASSENGER AIRBAGS

WHEELS

SAFETY AND SECURITY

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE

> 15” COSTA STEEL WHEELS

> DRIVER, PASSENGER, CURTAIN AND SIDE AIRBAGS

> CENTRE CONSOLE WITH CUP HOLDER

> REMOTE CENTRAL LOCKING

> E
 LECTRICALLY ADJUSTABLE AND
HEATED DOOR MIRRORS

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

EXTERIOR

> ALARM WITH INTERIOR MONITORING

> FRONT ELECTRIC WINDOWS

> HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE HALOGEN HEADLIGHTS
> DAYTIME RUNNING LIGHTS

ENTERTAINMENT AND COMMUNICATION

> BODY COLOURED DOOR MIRRORS AND HANDLES

> SWING RADIO WITH 6.5” TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAY,
SD CARD SLOT, USB PORT, FOUR SPEAKERS AND
AUX-IN

> RADIATOR GRILLE WITH CHROME SURROUND
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> HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE DRIVER’S SEAT
> TICKET HOLDER ON WINDSCREEN
> I SOFIX CHILD SEAT FITTINGS ON OUTER
REAR SEATS WITH TOPTEATHER

Models shown are not UK specification.

SWING RADIO WITH 6.5” TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAY

15” COSTA STEEL WHEELS

RECOMMENDED OPTIONS
> LEATHER STEERING WHEEEL
	Providing further comfort to your driving
experience, this pack contains a three spoke leather
steering wheel, leather handbrake and leather
gearshift lever.

> BOOT PACKAGE
	As well as keeping your luggage items in order with
the net and storage compartments, why not use the
12V socket to plug in a mini fridge to keep your items
cool on longer journeys (mini fridge not included).

> 15” MATONE SILVER ALLOY WHEELS
Includes anti-theft wheel bolts.

> TEMPORARY SPARE WHEEL
	Giving you that extra piece of mind, should you
find yourself with a flat tyre.

> REAR PARKING SENSORS
	The sensors produce an acoustic sound when
reversing towards objects to inform the driver
of the distance between the car and the object.
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RAPID SPACEBACK SE TECH
As the name suggests, this trim is packed with smart assist systems
and comfort enhancing features to deliver an intelligent drive.

THREE-SPOKE MULTIFUNCTION LEATHER STEERING WHEEL

AMUNDSEN SATELLITE NAVIGATION WITH 6.5”
TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAY

CRUISE CONTROL

WHEELS

ENTERTAINMENT AND COMMUNICATION

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE

> 16” EVORA ALLOY WHEELS

> CLIMATE CONTROL AIR CONDITIONING

EXTERIOR

> AMUNDSEN SATELLITE NAVIGATION WITH
6.5” TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAY, BLUETOOTH®,
	SD CARD SLOT, USB PORT, SIX SPEAKERS
AND AUX-IN

> TINTED GLASS

> VOICE CONTROL

> LEATHER HANDBRAKE AND GEARSHIFT LEVER

STANDARD EQUIPMENT (OVER S)

> THREE-SPOKE MULTIFUNCTION LEATHER
STEERING WHEEL
> CRUISE CONTROL
> MULTI-DEVICE INTERFACE

SAFETY AND SECURITY

> REAR ELECTRIC WINDOWS

> FRONT FOG LIGHTS

> UMBRELLA UNDER FRONT PASSENGER SEAT

> REAR PARKING SENSORS
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Models shown are not UK specification.

CLIMATE CONTROL AIR CONDITIONING

16” EVORA ALLOY WHEELS

RECOMMENDED OPTIONS
> KEYLESS ENTRY AND START/STOP
	Be able to lock and unlock your car without having to
use the key. The key just needs to be on your person
to work. You also start and stop the engine by
pressing a button rather than use an ignition key.
> LIGHT AND RAIN ASSIST
Includes intermittent windscreen wiper control,
coming home feature and ambient lighting.
> REAR ARMREST
Includes two cupholders allowing your rear passengers
to keep their drinks upright, and has a load-through
provision to help transport longer items easily.

> WINTER PACK
I n cold winters the heated front and rear seats will
warm the driver and passengers up quickly. The pack
also contains heated washer nozzles to ensure you
can clean your windscreen without worrying about
the frosty mornings.
> CRUISE CONTROL WITH SPEEDLIMITER
	For those longer journeys, turn on the cruise control
to allow the car to maintain a constant speed. If you
don’t want to exceed a certain speed, you can use the
speedlimiter to cap a top speed during your journey.
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RAPID SPACEBACK SE SPORT
Designed to further enhance the car’s already dynamic styling, the SE Sport
includes 17” alloy wheels, sports seats and a panoramic sunroof.

PRIVACY GLASS

PANORAMIC GLASS ROOF

CORNERING FRONT FOG LIGHTS

WHEELS

EXTERIOR

SAFETY AND SECURITY

> 17” SAVIO ALLOY WHEELS IN BLACK

> PANORAMIC GLASS ROOF

> CORNERING FRONT FOG LIGHTS

STANDARD EQUIPMENT (OVER S)

> EXTENDED TAILGATE GLASS
> PRIVACY GLASS
> TINTED FOG LIGHTS

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
> SPORT SEATS

> TINTED REAR LIGHTS
> BLACK SPOILER
> BLACK DOOR MIRRORS
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Models shown are not UK specification.

SPORT SEATS

17” SAVIO ALLOY WHEELS IN BLACK

RECOMMENDED OPTIONS
> BI-XENON HEADLIGHTS
	Improve both looks and visibility by upgrading to
Bi-Xenon headlights. These lights adapt to your
driving to provide the most effective view of the
road and its surroundings.

> REAR-VIEW CAMERA
	When reversing, use the camera to help manouver
the car. The camera is displayed on the navigation
unit so you can quickly and easily check the camera
and the mirrors.

> HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE PASSENGER SEAT
	Give your front passenger additional comfort by
enabling them to adjust their seat to a position
comfortable for them.

> SMARTLINK+
	Use the App to link your smartphone to your
infotainment system. Use Android Auto, MirrorLink
or Apple CarPlay to play music, use maps and
much more.

> VARIABLE BOOT FLOOR
Load directly into the boot, or adjust to make a
deeper space to transport your larger items.
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DESIGN YOUR
OWN PERSONAL
SPACE
Whether choosing to supersize your alloys, increase
practicality or boost what’s under the bonnet, with
our handy online car configurator you can create
your perfect Rapid Spaceback in seconds.
With a few simple clicks you can personalise almost every
aspect of the car. From the way it looks, sounds and
performs, right down to the way it keeps you
connected on the move.
Visit: skoda.co.uk/models/rapidspaceback and
select Build Your Own to start creating.
For full technical specifications and pricing,
speak to your local ŠKODA Retailer.

COLOUR
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TRIM

TECH

SEATS

WHEELS

Models shown are not UK specification.

SOLID COLOUR

SPECIAL COLOURS

EXCLUSIVE COLOUR

ENERGY BLUE

CANDY WHITE

CORRIDA RED

VELVET RED

BRILLIANT SILVER

BLACK MAGIC PEARL-EFFECT

DENIM BLUE

MOON WHITE

RACE BLUE

CAPPUCCINO BEIGE

RALLYE GREEN

QUARTZ GREY

METALLICS

MAPLE BROWN

Please note: Colour range is reproduced for illustration purposes only. Actual on-car colours may vary from those shown, as print processes do not allow exact reproduction of the paint colours. Your ŠKODA Retailer will be pleased to advise you.
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UK 2/18
03330 037 504
skoda.co.uk
customerservices@skoda.co.uk

31947 02/18

The information in this brochure referring to specification, design, equipment, material and external appearance relates to the time at which this brochure was printed.
Whilst every effort is made to ensure its accuracy, the information in this brochure is not binding and is subject to alteration. Some images within this brochure depict
left hand drive models, with both standard and optional equipment shown. Please confirm exact specifications, prices and colour availability with your ŠKODA Retailer
who will be notified of any changes as they occur.

On The Road and P11D pricing*
RAPID SPACEBACK
S

CO2

VED Band

Insurance
group (50)

109

F

13E

CO2

VED Band

Insurance
group (50)

1.0 TSI 95PS

109

F

13E

£12,545.83

£2,509.17

£15,055.00

£15,865.00

22%

£15,665.00

1.0 TSI 110PS

112

G

17E

£13,129.17

£2,625.83

£15,755.00

£16,585.00

23%

£16,365.00

1.0 TSI 110PS DSG

110

F

17E

£14,154.17

£2,830.83

£16,985.00

£17,795.00

23%

£17,595.00

CO2

VED Band

Insurance
group (50)

1.0 TSI 95PS

109

F

14E

1.0 TSI 110PS

112

G

1.0 TSI 110PS DSG

110

F

1.0 TSI 95PS

RAPID SPACEBACK
SE Tech

RAPID SPACEBACK
SE Sport

Recommended
Basic

£11,516.67

Recommended
Basic

Recommended
Basic

VAT

RRP

£2,303.33

VAT

£13,820.00

RRP

VAT

RRP

£13,545.83

£2,709.17

£16,255.00

16E

£14,129.17

£2,825.83

16E

£15,095.83

£3,019.17

Recommended
OTR

£14,630.00

Recommended
OTR

Recommended
OTR

BiK
2018/19

22%

BiK
2018/19

BiK
2018/19

P11D value

£14,430.00

P11D value

P11D value

£17,065.00

22%

£16,865.00

£16,955.00

£17,785.00

23%

£17,565.00

£18,115.00

£18,925.00

23%

£18,725.00

Company car tax is based on the vehicle’s carbon dioxide emissions. The higher the emissions, the higher its
tax liability. When a company car is made available for private use a ‘Benefit in Kind’ value is calculated for tax
purposes. To help you calculate your tax liability, please see the table below.
P11D (expenses and benefits)
The P11D value is calculated by taking the On The Road (OTR) price for the vehicle, less the Road Fund Licence
(RFL) and First Registration Fee (FRF) .
BiK (Benefit in Kind)
The BiK percentage value is based on the CO2 emissions of the vehicle for the current tax year 2018/2019.
BiK calculation example
RAPID SPACEBACK S 1.0 TSI 95PS
£14,430.00

P11D value
Company car BiK tax based on CO2 emission level
Taxable BiK (for 2018/2018 tax year):

22%
22% of £14,430.00

£3,174.60

20% income tax		

20% of £3,174.60

£634.92

40% income tax

40% of £3,174.60

£1,269.84

Annual company car tax (2018/19)

Monthly company car tax (2018/19)
20% income tax		
40% income tax

£634.92 divided by 12 months
£1,269.84 divided by 12 months

£52.91
£105.82

* Please note – RAPID SPACEBACK is only available from stock. Please check availability with your local ŠKODA retailer.
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Standard specification

S

SE Tech (over S)

WHEELS

WHEELS

15" Costa steel wheels

16" Evora alloy wheels

EXTERIOR

EXTERIOR

Body coloured door mirrors and handles

Tinted glass

Chrome surround radiator grille
Daytime running lights
Height adjustable halogen headlights
Windscreen wipers (front and rear) with washers and intermittent control
INTERIOR
Black door handles

SAFETY AND SECURITY
Hill hold control (standard on DSG)
Rear parking sensors
Front fog lights
ENTERTAINMENT AND COMMUNICATION

Two interior lights

Amundsen satellite navigation with 6.5” touchscreen display, Bluetooth,
SD card slot, USB port, six speakers

SAFETY AND SECURITY

Voice control

Alarm with interior monitoring

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE

Immobiliser
Three rear seat belts
Curtain and side airbags
Driver and passenger airbag
Driver seatbelt warning light
ESC incl. ABS, MSR, ASR, EDS, HBA
Passenger airbag switch off
Pedestrian protection measures
Two tone horn
Remote central locking
ENTERTAINMENT AND COMMUNICATION

Climate control air conditioning
Three spoke leather multifunction steering wheel
Cruise control
Front centre armrest
Glasses storage compartment
Glove compartment (illuminated and cooled)
Leather handbrake and gearshift lever
Trip computer
Pocket on rear of front seats
Rear electric windows
Umbrella under front passenger seat

Radio Swing with 6.5" touchscreen display, Bluetooth, SD card slot, USB port and
four speakers
COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
12V socket on centre console
Centre console with cup holder
Dust and pollen filter
Electrically adjustable and heated door mirrors
Front electric windows
Heated rear window
Height adjustable drivers seat
Height adjustable headrests (front and outer rear seats)
Height and reach adjustable steering wheel
Ticket holder on windscreen
ISOFIX child seat fittings on outer rear seats with topteather

SE Sport (over SE Tech)
WHEELS
17" Savio alloy wheels in black
EXTERIOR
Panoramic glass roof
Privacy glass
Extended tailgate glass
Tinted fog lights
Tinted rear lights
Black spoiler
Black door mirrors

Start/stop system with regenerative braking
Outdoor temperature gauge

SAFETY AND SECURITY

Power steering

Cornering front fog lights

Rear backrest split and folding (60:40)
Remote central door locking
Storage compartments in door panelling

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
Sport seats

Tyre pressure monitor
Tyre repair kit (no spare wheel)
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Optional equipment

Key: O Optional

-

-

£379.17

£455.00

-

O

-

£283.33

£340.00

RRP
inc VAT

O

16" Vigo alloy wheels.

Basic
exc VAT

SE Sport

15" Matone alloy wheels.

S

SE Tech

WHEELS AND
SUSPENSION

Standard - N/A

Temporary space-saver steel spare wheel* for 15" wheels.

O

-

-

£70.83

£85.00

Temporary space-saver steel spare wheel* for 16" or 17" wheels.

-

O

O

£70.83

£85.00

Tow bar (removable).

O

O

O

£383.33

£460.00

Solid colours.

O

O

O

FOC

FOC

Special colours.

O

O

O

£179.17

£215.00

Metallic and pearl-effect colours.

O

O

O

£495.83

£595.00

Exclusive colours – velvet red metallic

O

O

O

£812.50

£975.00

Body coloured protective side mouldings.

-

O

O

£66.67

£80.00

Front fog lights.

O

-

-

£191.67

£230.00

Bi-Xenon headlights (low functionality).

-

O

O

£466.67

£560.00

Privacy glass.

-

O

£212.50

£255.00

Chrome strip in bumper.

-

O

O

£45.83

£55.00

PAINT

EXTERIOR

INTERIOR
Three spoke leather steering wheel.

O

-

-

£170.83

£205.00

Boot package with 12V socket.

O

O

O

£87.50

£105.00

Decorative insert - Piano white.

-

O

O

£50.00

£60.00

Double sided boot floor.

O

O

O

£66.67

£80.00

£87.50

£105.00

Front armrest with storage box.

O

Height adjustable passenger seat.

-

O

O

£129.17

£155.00

Rear armrest with two cupholders and load-through provision.

-

O

O

£154.17

£185.00

Simply Clever package multimedia holder and door panel waste bin.

-

O

O

£45.83

£55.00

Smoker’s pack front ashtray and lighter.

O

O

O

£45.83

£55.00

Sports seats includes sports seats, sports pedals and piano black
decorative inserts.

-

O

£258.33

£310.00

Small leather package (three spoke sports multifunction steering wheel
for radio and telephone).

-

O

-

£112.50

£135.00

Textile floor mats.

O

O

O

£66.67

£80.00

Variable boot floor.

-

O

O

£133.33

£160.00

Cargo element in luggage compartment.

O

O

O

£12.50

£15.00

Cargo element in luggage compartment for the netting programme.

O

O

O

£33.33

£40.00

Rear electric windows.

O

£137.50

£165.00

£75.00

SAFETY AND SECURITY
Third rear headrest.

O

O

O

£62.50

Hill hold control**.

O

O

O

£62.50

£75.00

Front assist only in combination with chrome strip in bumper.

-

O

O

£266.67

£320.00

£155.00

ENTERTAINMENT AND COMMUNICATION
Bluetooth® for Swing Radio.

O

-

-

£129.17

SmartLink+.

-

O

O

£129.17

£155.00

DAB radio.

O

-

-

£87.50

£105.00

Care Connect three years and Infotainment Online one year
includes Emergency call

-

O

O

£333.33

£400.00
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S

SE Tech

SE Sport

DRIVER ASSISTANCE

Cruise control with speed limiter.

-

O

O

Rear parking sensors.

O

Basic
exc VAT

Key: O Optional

Standard - N/A

RRP
inc VAT

Optional equipment - continued

£45.83

£55.00

£320.83

£385.00

Rear view camera with washer nozzle.

-

O

O

£195.83

£235.00

Front and rear parking sensors.

O

-

-

£550.00

£660.00

-

O

O

£233.33

£280.00

Rain and light assistant with rear view mirror with ambient lighting.

-

O

O

£212.50

£255.00

Driver fatigue sensor.

-

O

O

£45.83

£55.00

Light assistant - automatic light switching, coming and leaving home,
for daylight.

-

O

O

£66.67

£80.00

Heated front seats and heated washer nozzles.

-

O

O

£175.00

£210.00

Telescopic front headlight washers.

-

O

O

£87.50

£105.00

Winter pack includes heated front and rear seats and
heated washer nozzles.

-

O

O

£337.50

£405.00

Keyless start/stop allows the car to be started with
a button as long as the sensors detect the key is with the driver.

-

O

O

£154.17

£185.00

Keyless entry and start/stop allows the car to be locked, unlocked and
started with a button as long as the sensors detect the key
is with the driver.

-

O

O

£287.50

£345.00

Extended warranty total four years or 80,000 miles.

O

O

O

£191.67

£230.00

Extended warranty total five years or 100,000 miles.

O

O

O

£383.33

£460.00

Service Plan your first two services.

O

O

O

£285.00

£342.00

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE

SERVICE AND WARRANTY

*	Spare wheels are restricted to 50mph.
**

Standard on DSG models.
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Technical Specification
RAPID SPACEBACK S /
SPACEBACK SE TECH

S
1.0 TSI
95 PS

SE TECH
1.0 TSI
95 PS

SE TECH
1.0 TSI
110 PS

SE TECH
1.0 TSI
110 PS DSG

NEDC derived CO2
combined - g/km

109

109

112

110

Standard Euro emissions

EU6d Temp

EU6d Temp

EU6d Temp

EU6d Temp

Cubic capacity

999

999

999

999

Cylinders

3

3

3

3

Cylinders - bore - mm

74.5

74.5

74.5

74.5

Cylinders - stroke - mm

76.4

76.4

76.4

76.4

Number of gears

5

5

6

7

Number of valves

12

12

12

12

Transmission type

Manual

Manual

Manual

Automatic

0 to 62 mph - secs

11.1

11.1

9.9

10.2

Engine power - PS

95

95

110

110

Engine power - kW

70

70

81

81

Engine power - RPM

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

Engine torque - Nm

160

160

200

200

Engine torque - lbs/ft

118

118

148

148

Engine torque - RPM

1,800-3,500

1,800-3,500

2,000-3,500

2,000-3,500

Max speed - MPH (km/h)

114 (184)

114 (184)

122 (196)

121 (194)

51.4 (5.5) - 47.1 (6.0)

50.4 (5.6) - 47.1 (6.0)

50.4 (5.6) - 45.6 (6.2)

47.1 (6.0) - 43.5 (6.5)

Wheel type

Steel

Alloy

Alloy

Alloy

Space saver spare

No

No

No

No

Tyre size front

185/60 R15

215/45 R16

215/45 R16

215/45 R16

Tyre size rear

185/60 R15

215/45 R16

215/45 R16

215/45 R16

Wheel style

6 spoke

5 spoke

5 spoke

5 spoke

Height - mm

1,459

1,459

1,459

1,459

Length - mm

4,304

4,304

4,304

4,304

Wheelbase - mm

2,602

2,602

2,602

2,602

Width - mm

1,706

1,706

1,706

1,706

Width (inc. mirrors) - mm

1,940

1,940

1,940

1,940

No. of seats

5

5

5

5

Luggage capacity (seats down /
seats removed) - litres

1,381

1,381

1,381

1,381

Luggage capacity (seats up) litres

415

415

415

415

Fuel tank capacity - litres

55

55

55

55

Turning circle - kerb to kerb

10.2

10.2

10.2

10.2

Gross vehicle weight - kg

1,639

1,639

1,655

1,689

Minimum kerbweight
(without driver) - kg

1,104

1,104

1,120

1,154

EMISSIONS

ENGINE AND DRIVETRAIN

PERFORMANCE

FUEL CONSUMPTION
WLTP - Combined - mpg (l/100km)
TYRES

VEHICLE DIMENSIONS

CAPACITY

WEIGHT

Max. roof load - kg

75

75

75

75

Max. towing weight braked 12% / 8% gradient - kg

1,000/1,100

1,000/1,100

1,100/1,200

1,100/1,100

Max. towing weight unbraked - kg

580

580

590

610

Nose weight - kg

50

50

50

50
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Technical Specification - continued
RAPID SPACEBACK
SE SPORT

1.0 TSI
95 PS

1.0 TSI
110 PS

1.0 TSI
110 PS DSG

EMISSIONS
NEDC derived CO2
combined - g/km

109

112

110

Standard Euro emissions

EU6d Temp

EU6d Temp

EU6d Temp

Cubic capacity

999

999

999

Cylinders

3

3

3

Cylinders - bore - mm

74.5

74.5

74.5

Cylinders - stroke - mm

76.4

76.4

76.4

Number of gears

5

6

7

Number of valves

12

12

12

Transmission type

Manual

Manual

Automatic

0 to 62 mph - secs

11.1

9.9

10.2

Engine power - PS

95

110

110

Engine power - kW

70

81

81

Engine power - RPM

5,000

5,000

5,000

Engine torque - Nm

160

200

200

Engine torque - lbs/ft

118

148

148

Engine torque - RPM

1,800-3,500

2,000-3,500

2,000-3,500

Max speed - MPH (km/h)

114 (184)

122 (196)

121 (194)

49.6 (5.7) - 47.1 (6.0)

49.6 (5.7) - 45.6 (6.2)

46.3 (6.1) - 43.5 (6.5)

Wheel type

Alloy

Alloy

Alloy

Space saver spare

No

No

No

Tyre size front

215/40 R17

215/40 R17

215/40 R17

Tyre size rear

215/40 R17

215/40 R17

215/40 R17

Wheel style

10 spoke

10 spoke

10 spoke

Height - mm

1,459

1,459

1,459

Length - mm

4,304

4,304

4,304

Wheelbase - mm

2,602

2,602

2,602

Width - mm

1,706

1,706

1,706

Width (inc. mirrors) - mm

1,940

1,940

1,940

ENGINE AND DRIVETRAIN

PERFORMANCE

FUEL CONSUMPTION
WLTP - Combined - mpg (l/100km)
TYRES

VEHICLE DIMENSIONS

CAPACITY
No. of seats

5

5

5

Luggage capacity (seats down /
seats removed) - litres

1,381

1,381

1,381

Luggage capacity (seats up) litres

415

415

415

Fuel tank capacity - litres

55

55

55

Turning circle - kerb to kerb

10.2

10.2

10.2

Gross vehicle weight - kg

1,639

1,655

1,689

Minimum kerbweight
(without driver) - kg

1,104

1,120

1,154

75

75

75

1,000/1,100

1,100/1,200

1,100/1,100

WEIGHT

Max. roof load - kg
Max. towing weight braked 12% / 8% gradient - kg
Max. towing weight unbraked - kg

580

590

610

Nose weight - kg

50

50

50

7

88
7

980

64

415 l
842

2,602

877

1,940

825

1,004

1,418

4,304

1,428

1,463

16.5°

13.8°

1,459

1,014

Dimensions (RAPID SPACEBACK)

1,500
1,706
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Additional information
ŠKODA Financial Services
ŠKODA Financial Services offer a wide range of finance, insurance
and servicing packages designed to fit your needs.
We specialise in providing simple and convenient funding options
for drivers. The Solutions Personal Contract Plan offers a flexible,
fixed-rate plan designed around your budget, by deferring a
proportion of the car’s value until the end of the agreement. This
means a significantly lower monthly repayment compared to a loan
or hire purchase agreement, so you can have more car for your
money or just reduce the size of your repayments.
You choose the size of your deposit, from as little as one monthly
payment, and a repayment period that suits you. At the end of the
term, there are three options:
1.	Part exchange your car for a new ŠKODA on a Solutions contract.
2.	Pay the optional final payment to own the car.
3.	Return the car (subject to terms and conditions).

you back on the road as smoothly as possible. Better still, it’s free
for three years and is available on both new and older models.
To benefit from Ensurance you’ll need to activate your free cover,
which takes less than a minute. Remember, in the event of an
accident, to call us first and Ensurance will help to deal with the rest.
For more information visit: insurewithskoda.co.uk
Ensurance from ŠKODA Financial Services is sold and administered by Lawshield UK
Limited, registered in England number: 3360532. Registered office: 850 Ibis Court,
Lakeside Drive, Centre Park, Warrington, Cheshire, WA1 1RL and underwritten by
UK General Insurance Limited on behalf of Great Lakes Insurance SE. Great Lakes
Insurance SE is a German insurance company with its headquarters at Königinstrasse
107, 80802 Munich. UK Branch office: Plantation Place, 30 Fenchurch Street,
London, EC3M 3AJ. Lawshield UK Limited is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). Authorisation details can be checked on the FCA’s
register at www.fca.org.uk. Great Lakes Insurance SE, UK Branch, is authorised by
Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht and subject to limited regulation by
the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about
the extent of their regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential
Regulation Authority are available on request.

Service and maintenance

ŠKODA Financial Services also offers hire purchase, contract hire
and service and maintenance plans. Speak to your ŠKODA Retailer
for your personalised quotation today.

Our range of servicing and maintenance plans will help to keep
your ŠKODA in prime condition. Plus, the price is fixed so you
won’t be caught out by any unbudgeted costs.

Finance subject to status. 18s plus. Terms and conditions apply. ŠKODA Financial Services.

All our service plans use genuine ŠKODA approved parts and
trained technicians so you know your car is in the hands of experts.
Parts and labour also come with two years warranty too.

ŠKODA Car Insurance
Complimentary drive away cover
You can enjoy your new car from day one, thanks to our
complimentary five day insurance. To activate, simply call
0345 877 6348. Subject to eligibility. If you are eligible we will
provide you with an annual quotation giving you the option to
purchase 12 months cover, so you can have continued peace of
mind for a whole year after your five day cover ends.
Annual car insurance
Our annual cover is designed specifically for ŠKODA drivers
and includes the following benefits at no extra cost:
- Repairs carried out by ŠKODA trained technicians using
ŠKODA genuine parts and paints when repaired by a ŠKODA
approved repairer
- Guaranteed courtesy car
- Child seat replacement
- Uninsured driver promise
- Vandalism promise
- 24 hour accident recovery
For more information or to get a quote, visit
insurewithskoda.co.uk or alternatively call us on 0345 246 9091.
We’re available Monday to Friday 8am-8pm and Saturday 9am-5pm.
ŠKODA Car Insurance is underwritten by U K Insurance Limited. Registered Office:
The Wharf, Neville Street, Leeds LS1 4AZ. Registered in England and Wales No.
1179980. U K Insurance Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and the Prudential Regulation
Authority. Calls may be recorded.
ŠKODA Financial Services is a trading name of Volkswagen Financial Services (UK)
Limited (“VWFS UK”), registered in England and Wales No.2835230 (registered
office: Brunswick Court, Yeomans Drive, Blakelands, Milton Keynes MK14 5LR).
Volkswagen Insurance Service (Great Britain) Ltd is an appointed representative of
VWFS UK. VWFS UK is authorised and regulated by the FCA, registration number
311988. Authorisation details for both organisations can be checked on the Financial
Services Register by visiting fca.org.uk. VWFS UK and U K Insurance Limited are not
part of the same corporate group.

Ensurance
Free accident and repair cover
Ensurance works alongside your existing comprehensive motor
insurance policy, no matter who you are insured with, to help get

Service Plan for cars under a year old
This covers your first two services for one payment of just £342
or 18 monthly payments of £19.00. The service plan includes a
maximum of one oil service and one oil and inspection service.
The vehicle service regime affects the entitlement service plan if
you choose to purchase this.
Our service plans are designed for customers that travel 10,000
miles or less per year. If you travel over 10,000 miles per year,
or would prefer to add maintenance or tyres, then speak to your
ŠKODA Retailer to create a more tailored service plan.
All cars must be set to time and distance servicing. Exclusions and terms and conditions
apply. Offer is available to retail customers only from participating ŠKODA Retailers. Offers
may be varied or withdrawn at any time. Freepost ŠKODA Financial Services.
ŠKODA Financial Services is a trading name of Volkswagen Financial Services (UK)
Limited, Brunswick Court, Yeomans Drive, Blakelands, Milton Keynes MK14 5LR
Registered in England number 2835230.

Service intervals
When you order your RAPID SPACEBACK, you can choose whether
your car is on a fixed or a flexible service regime. Your ŠKODA retailer
will help you decide which regime suits how your car will be driven,
enabling your car to stay in the best possible shape.
Fixed regime: service every 10,000 miles or one year (whichever
comes first).
This is recommended if the vehicle is likely to be used in the
following way:
>	Driven fewer than 10,000 miles per annum.
>	Mainly short journeys, driven mostly in towns or cities.
>	High vehicle loading/towing and frequent hill climbs.
>	Heavy accelerating and braking, using high revs.
Flexible regime: Sensors in the engine detect when a service is
needed. A service light will show between 9,000 and 20,000
miles or up to 24 months (whichever comes first).
The flexible service regime is recommended for vehicles with
a daily mileage of more than 25 miles where the vehicle is
driven regularly and mainly at a constant speed with minimum
vehicle and engine loading, minimal towing and driven in an
economical manner.
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Additional information - continued
Roadside assistance

Exclusions and limitations

A three year, European-wide, unlimited mileage ŠKODA Assistance
policy comes free of charge with every new ŠKODA. There’s a
team of specially trained technicians who carry the right diagnostic
equipment and parts to get you back on the road as quickly as
possible in the unfortunate event of a breakdown.

Wear and tear components will only be considered under the
terms of the warranty for the first of six months or 6,500 miles,
whichever is soonest. These include, but are not limited to brake
linings and disc pads, clutch release bearings, clutch pressure plates
and centre plates, tyres, wiper blades, seat and backrest covers,
floor coverings, spark plugs, batteries for key fobs and alarms, light
bulbs and shock absorbers. Mechanical adjustments including but
not limited to adjustments to doors, flaps, boot lids, bonnets and
sunroof, brake adjustment, clutch adjustment, v belt adjustment,
headlight adjustment, steering geometry adjustments and wheel
balancing are excluded.

Provided in partnership with the AA. Exclusions and terms and conditions apply.
For details please speak to your local ŠKODA Retailer.

Customer services
Talk to us on 03330 037 504. No matter what the query, our
dedicated call centre is always ready to listen. No matter how big
or small the request, speak to one of our customer care advisors to
see if they can help. The call centre is open Monday to Friday from
8.30am-5.30pm. You can also talk to one our advisors via live chat,
on Monday to Friday from 8am-8pm.
A network that’s here to help
You can be sure that as a ŠKODA customer, your retailer will
look after you from the moment you walk through the door and
throughout the life of your ŠKODA. Your RAPID SPACEBACK
will be serviced and maintained by specially trained ŠKODA
technicians, and when you need a spare part you’ll be happy to
know that most are held in stock, or ordered within 24 hours. So
if top class customer satisfaction is what you’re after, the ŠKODA
network will be there for you.

Motability
People who are in receipt of one of the following allowances, and
have at least 12 months remaining on their reward, may be eligible
for a vehicle via the Motability scheme.
Higher Rate Mobility Component of the Disability Living Allowance
(HRMC of DLA), Enhanced Rate of the Mobility Component of
Personal Independence Payment (ERMC of PIP), War Pensioners’
Mobility Supplement (WPMS) or Armed Forces Independence
Payment (AFIP).

Damage (including but not limited to the following) is excluded:
>	Damage caused by your failure to take all reasonable steps to
prevent mechanical damage from occurring.
>	Damage or defects caused by not having the vehicle serviced in
accordance with the manufacturer’s guidelines.
>	Damage or defects caused by improper use of the vehicle,
neglect or use of the vehicle for motor sports activities.
>	Damage caused by an accident.
>	Damage to paintwork or chrome caused by external influences,
such as climatic, chemical or industrial pollution.
>	Damage resulting from the use of non-original
replacement parts.
Routine maintenance and servicing is not covered by the warranty.
Incidental or consequential costs such as hotel charges, car hire,
and loss of personal effects or income are not recoverable under
the terms of the warranty.

Adding that little extra to your car
If the standard specification and factory fitted options aren’t
enough for you, then why not take a look at our range of retailer
fitted accessories? A separate accessories brochure can be found at
your local retailer, or can be viewed online at:
www.skoda.co.uk/owners/accessories-and-merchandise

For full details of the scheme, current model availability and
pricing, please contact the Motability specialist at your local
ŠKODA Retailer.

Warranty
Peace of mind with a ŠKODA warranty
In the first two years of owning your car, you’ll get the peace of
mind of a two year unlimited mileage warranty. In addition, you’ll
also get a further warranty on new vehicles supplied through the
appointed retail network until the vehicle has completed 60,000
miles or the end of the third year, whichever is sooner.
Your RAPID SPACEBACK also benefits from a three-year paint
warranty and 12-year body protection warranty.
Exclusions and terms and conditions apply.

Owning a ŠKODA
Three-year vehicle warranty from new
First two years unlimited mileage.
Third year with 60,000 mile limitation, whichever is sooner.
Four to five years Optional Extended Warranty.
Three-year paint warranty
Up to 12 years body protection.
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VED (Vehicle Excise Duty)
Tax year 2018 to 2019

VED
BAND*

CO2
(g/km)

First
year rate

First year
rate diesel
vehicles*/**

A

0

£0

£0

£0

B

1-50

£10

£25

£140

C

51-75

£25

£105

£140

D

76-90

£105

£125

£140

E

91-100

£125

£145

£140

F

101-110

£145

£165

£140

G

111-130

£165

£205

£140

H

131-150

£205

£515

£140

I

151-170

£515

£830

£140

J

171-190

£830

£1,240

£140

K

191-225

£1,240

£1,760

£140

L

226-255

£1,760

£2,070

£140

M

over 255

£2,070

£2,070

£140

Standard
rate*

Vehicle Excise Duty (VED) is correct at time of publication, but this may alter to reflect
any change in the applicable VED rate. *Vehicles with a list price of over £40,000
when new pay an additional rate of £310 per year on top of the first year and standard
rate, for a further four years (total of five years). **This rate applies to diesel vehicles
that do not meet RDE2 Standards.

OTR (On The Road)
Recommended ‘On The Road’ prices include delivery, 12 months
Road Fund Licence, DVLA First Registration Fee and apply to the
UK only.
VED (Vehicle Excise Duty)
All vehicles will be subject to Vehicle Excise Duty based on the fuel
type of the vehicle and its carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions level,
measured in grams per kilometre (g/km). Due to changes in vehicle
emissions data, CO2 figures may differ on these vehicles if taken
from current ŠKODA UK stock.

Figures shown in this document are for comparability purposes; only compare fuel
consumption and CO2 figures with other vehicles tested to the same technical
procedures. These figures may not reflect real life driving results, which will depend
upon a number of factors including the accessories fitted (post-registration),
variations in weather, driving styles and vehicle load. There is a new test used for fuel
consumption and CO2 figures (known as WLTP). The CO2 figures shown however, are
based on a calculation designed to be equivalent to the outgoing (NEDC) test cycle and
will be used to calculate vehicle tax on first registration. Choice of wheels and other
options may affect fuel consumption and emissions data. For more information, please
see http://www.skoda.co.uk/owners/wltp-info or consult your retailer.
For fuel consumption data based on the outgoing test cycle (NEDC equivalent data),
which is the ‘official’ UK fuel consumption data until 31.12.18, please consult your retailer.
The information in this document referring to specification, design, equipment, material
and external appearance relates to the time at which this brochure was created.
Whilst every effort is made to ensure its accuracy, the information in this document is
not binding and is subject to alteration. Some images within this document depict left
hand drive models, with both standard and optional equipment shown. Please confirm
exact specifications, prices and colour availability with your ŠKODA Retailer who will be
notified of any changes as they occur.
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RAPID
SPACEBACK
GENUINE ACCESSORIES

Effective: August 2017

MORE
PERSONAL
SPACE
With its state-of-the-art technology, smart safety systems and
intelligently spacious design, the Rapid Spaceback ensures you
experience more at every turn. With the addition of Genuine
Accessories, you can also add more dynamic touches and stylish
functionality too. Not to mention more ways to stay connected
on the go. Everything you need in fact to create a space that’s
distinctly personal and full of character.
Exterior packs add a sportier edge. Safety enhancements bring
peace of mind. While inventive extras make transporting both
loved ones and luggage easier. In all cases, every accessory has been
rigorously tested and is fully compatible with the Rapid Spaceback.
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SPORT & DESIGN
The Rapid Spaceback is a car built on precision. Where every exterior line has been sharpened, every interior
feature refined, every inch of space optimised. It’s only fitting then that the following range of decorative
Genuine Accessories has been designed to further enhance the dynamic look of the car. Both inside and out.

RED & GREY PLUS PACK

RED & GREY PACK

In addition to the double-coloured design stripes foil set, the Red & Grey Plus Pack
includes front and rear spoiler, boot spoiler and decorative side sill extensions. For
further standout, combine with the exclusive 17” red and silver Turini alloy wheels

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Design foils set (Front bumper, bonnet, roof, tailgate under the window)
(5JA 064 317E / 5JJ 064 317H)
Roof spoiler in body colour (5JJ 071 646)
Rear diffuser (5JJ 071 610)
Front spoiler bicolour (5JJ 071 609)

This pack can only be ordered for a new car and is professionally assembled by ŠKODA

Can be delivered with a new car

Can be delivered with a new car only. Not on photo

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Roof spoiler in body colour
(5JJ 071 646)
Design foils set (Front bumper, bonnet, roof,
roof spoiler, tailgate under the window)
(5JA 064 317E / 5JJ 064 317H)
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SPORT PACK

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Front bumper spoiler in body colour (bicolour) (5JJ 071 609)
Roof bumper spoiler in body colour (5JJ 071 646)
Rear diffuser (5JJ 071 610)

Every feature in the Sport Pack has been designed to further enhance the Rapid Spaceback’s
already distinctive silhouette, giving it a sportier edge
This pack can only be ordered for a new car and is professionally assembled by ŠKODA

Can be delivered with a new car
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SCOUTLINE
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

Can be delivered with a new car

Front add-on part with exclusive two-tone paintwork in textured matt black
and reflective silver.

Rear add-on part in textured matt black with integrated diffuser
in reflective silver.

Front and rear wheel arch extensions in textured matt black.

Add-on sill skirt in textured matt black.

15
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Decorative door sill covers with RAPID inscription – ALU insert
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(5JA 071 303)

Foil set
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Set of foil stripes in Black Magic colour (side doors and tailgate)
(5JJ 064 317D)

Cover for the complete set of wheels
(000 073 900B)

5th door spoiler

Decorative door sill covers with RAPID inscription – black design

(5JJ 071 646)
Rapid (5JH071641A) needs to be ordered with (5L0071780)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(5JA 071 303A)

Bolt covers
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
For wheels without safety bolts:
Black matt (1Z0 071 215 01C)
Silver metallic (1Z0 071 215 7ZS)
Black gloss (1Z0 071 215 9B9)
Grey gloss (1Z0 071 215 UZ7)
Grey matt (1Z0 071 215 Z37)

External mirrors decorative caps – carbon look

External mirrors decorative caps – black

Decorative valve caps

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(5JA 072 530B)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(6V0 072 530A)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(000 071 215C)

For wheels with safety bolts:
Black matt (1Z0 071 215A 01C)
Grey matt (1Z0 071 215A Z37)
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A UNIQUE POINT OF VIEW
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

PERSONALISE YOUR INTERIOR IN MINUTES
When it comes to making your Rapid Spaceback distinctly unique, no accessory gives you more creative freedom
than our revolutionary decorative interior foil. Designed to fit perfectly into the space on the dashboard in front of
the passenger seat, the foil can display any image or design you choose. Will you take your loved ones at home
away with you on every trip? Will a shot of a favourite holiday destination make the final cut? Perhaps you’ll simply
use it as an opportunity to further fine-tune the interior to your exact tastes. The choice is entirely yours, as is the
option to update the design as often as you want, as the foil can easily be removed and replaced.

MAKE YOUR MARK

1. FIND THE PERFECT SHOT
Take a snap to suit, or choose a firm
favourite. Be as creative as you like, after
all, your Rapid Spaceback, your rules.

2. UPLOAD YOUR SHOT
Head to eshop.skoda-auto.com and
use the Interior Foils app. Follow the online
instructions and in just a few simple clicks
you’ll have selected the right dashboard
décor and made any necessary adjustments.
Once the order’s been placed your
finished foil will delivered to your home.

3. APPLY WITH CARE
Once delivered, stick the foil to the dashboard by following the included
instructions. If however you’d rather leave the foil sticking process to us,
just get in touch with your nearest ŠKODA partner who’ll be happy to help.

LET US TAKE THE WHEEL
Don’t worry if you haven’t got the perfect shot to hand, as our designers have
been busy creating a choice of themes to perfectly complement the interior.
Over ten decorative foil designs are currently available to choose from, which
can be ordered from the ŠKODA eShop.

WHEELS
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WHEELS
STAR TURN
Sporty or elegant? Glossy or matt? Our choice of Genuine
Wheels gives you the opportunity to add greater standout
to the Rapid Spaceback’s distinctive exterior.

Braga 5JJ 071 497C HA7
light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres
in anthracite design

Capricornus 5JA 071 497K HA7
light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres
in anthracite design, brushed

Capricornus 5JA 071 497L FL8
light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres
in black metallic design, brushed

Capricornus 5JA 071 497M 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres
in silver design, brushed

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Torino 5JA 071 497N 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres
in silver design, brushed

Torino 5JA 071 497P FL8
light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres
in black metallic design, brushed

Torino 5JA 071 497Q ZG6
light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres
in black matt design, brushed

Trius 5JA 071 497R HA7
light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres
in anthracite design

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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PUT TO THE TEST
When it comes to checking the quality of our alloy wheels, we’re unapologetically testing. First they have to prove their resistance to
corrosion, climatic influences and driving strain. Then the layer of heat-resistant paint is tested over and over for strength and durability.
Savio 5JA 071 497D HZ9
light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres
in matt platinum design, brushed

Savio 5JA 071 497B FL8
light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres
in metallic black design, brushed

Savio 5JA 071 497J 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres
in silver design, brushed

Savio 5JA 071 497C ZG6
light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres
in matt black design, brushed

Ray 5JA 071 497 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres
in silver design

Prestige 5JA 071 497A ZG6
light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres
in matt black design

Camelot 5JA 071 497A 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres
in silver design

Clubber 6V0 071 497 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres
in silver design

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

Blade 5JA 071 497G ZG6
light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres
in matt black design, brushed

Blade 5JA 071 497F HZ9
light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres
in matt platinum design, brushed

Ray 5JA 071 497 FL8
light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres
in black metallic design, brushed

Ray 5JA 071 497 JX2
light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres
in glossy black design, brushed

Rock 6V0 071 496C 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 7J × 16" for 215/45 R16 tyres
in silver design

Dione 5JA 071 496B 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 7J × 16" for 215/45 R16 tyres
in silver design

Italia 6V0 071 496 FL8
light-alloy wheel 7J × 16" for 215/45 R16 tyres
in black metallic design, brushed

Italia 6V0 071 496B 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 7J × 16" for 215/45 R16 tyres
in silver design, brushed

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
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Italia 6V0 071 496A FM9
light-alloy wheel 7J × 16" for 215/45 R16 tyres
in white design, brushed

Antia 5JA 071 496 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 7J × 16" for 215/45 R16 tyres
in silver design

Matone 6V0 071 495A 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 6J × 15" for 185/60 R15 tyres
in silver design

Matone 6V0 071 495C FL8
light-alloy wheel 6J × 15" for 185/60 R15 tyres
in black design

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

Antia 5JA 071 496C FL8
light-alloy wheel 7J × 16" for 215/45 R16 tyres
in black metallic design

Antia 5JA 071 496 FM9
light-alloy wheel 7J × 16" for 215/45 R16 tyres
in white design

Carme 5JA 071 495 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 6J × 15" for 185/60 R15 tyres
in silver design

Propeller 5JA 071 495A 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 6J × 15" for 185/60 R15 tyres
in silver design

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

INFOTAINMENT
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INFOTAINMENT
UPDATE YOUR MAPS
AND SOFTWARE

Say goodbye to unplanned detours, motorway boredom and roadside phone calls. These Genuine
Accessories have been designed to keep you fully online on the go, while opening up a whole new
world of hands-free entertainment, information and communication.

Our goal is to make your life easier and your trips a pleasure.
To achieve this, we prepared a new Infotainment Portal for
you, using state-of-the-art technologies.
Visit infotainment.skoda-auto.com, enter your vehicle VIN
code and see how easy it is. The system recognises which
updates you need and offers you the chance to download
them comfortably at home. If you buy a new ŠKODA vehicle
or navigation system, you get free map updates of your
Europe navigation database for three years.
MAP AND SOFTWARE UPDATES
It’s important to know the latest shortcuts to take, places to park and
routes to avoid. That’s why we’ve created our Infotainment Portal, which
enables you to quickly update and maintain your onboard systems helping
you to save both time and money.
Simply head to infotainment.skoda-auto.com, enter your VIN code and
the state-of-the-art system will identify any updates you need and give
you the option to download them from the comfort of your home.
What’s more, if you buy a new ŠKODA vehicle or navigation system,
you’ll get free map updates of Europe for the first three years.

COMPATIBILITY LIST
This application shows which of your external devices, for example
your smartphone or tablet, are compatible with the Octavia’s many
infotainment features such as SmartLink+.

Connecting cable USB
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Micro (5JA 051 446J)
Mini (5JA 051 446H)
Apple (5E0 051 510E)

PLAN AHEAD WITH MYDESTINATIONS
With the MyDestination online tool, you can set up any attractions and
places of interest you want to visit well in advance of leaving the house.
Once you’re finished, simply import the list to your navigation device and
you’ll be ready to go the moment you jump behind the wheel.

COMFORT
& UTILITY
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COMFORT
& UTILITY
We believe the best ideas aren’t always the biggest or flashiest, they’re the ones you couldn’t live without.
The ones that simply make life, simpler. Like an ice scraper you can’t see, but that’s always available on a
frosty morning. Or a netting system for the boot to stop your luggage going for a walk. Speaking of walkies,
these accessories also enable you to transport your four-legged friend in complete comfort and safety.

Thermo-electric cooling box (20 L)
with car battery voltage guard
(000 065 400G)
Thermo-electric cooling box (15 L)
(5L0 065 400E)

Portable coffee maker

Multimedia holder

Ice scraper

(000 069 641C)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(5JA 051 435A)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(5JA 096 010)

Back seat protection
(3V0 061 680)

Bin for door panel
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Black (5JA 061 107 9B9)
Beige (5JA 061 107 WC4)
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All-weather foot mats
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
4-piece set
(5JC061550)

Textile foot mats –
Standard

Textile foot mats –
Prestige with grey trim

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
4-piece set
(5JC 061 404E)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
4-piece set with grey trim
(5JC 061 404D)

All-weather mat over the tunnel
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(5JA 061 580B)

BEST FOOT FORWARD
When it comes to testing, you’ll never find us putting
our feet up. You will however find us putting them
down, as we carry out a heel test on every one of
our textile mats. This test replicates the action of the
driver’s foot on the accelerator, sinking the heel 5mm
into the floor mat in both dry and wet conditions at
an angle of 45°. An additional long driving test is
also carried out, this time placing the focus on the
brackets fixing the front floor mats to the car
upholstery. It’s only as a result of both tests that
the perfect balance between driver comfort and
safety is achieved.

Heel test device

Testing of fixing element strength
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Net under the parcel shelf

Netting system in black

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(5JJ 065 110D)
Rapid (5JH065110)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(5JJ 065 110C)
Rapid (5JA065110)

Protective cover for loading edge

Plastic boot dish

Double-sided boot mat

Protective foil for loading edge

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(5JJ 071 316)
Rapid (5JA071336)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Without accessories – not on photo (5JJ 061 162)
With ALU partition – as on photo (3T0 017 254)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(5JJ 061 163A)
Rapid (5JH061163)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(5JJ 071 363A)
Rapid (5JH071363)

Storage net boot pocket

Protective decorative strip for loading edge – silver

Universal fixing element

Rubber boot mat

False boot floor

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(5JJ 065 110B)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(5JJ 061 195)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(6V0 061 104)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(5JA 061 190)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(5JJ 061 103A)
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Armrest
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(5JA 061 123A)

Rear mud flaps
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(5JA 071 101)
Rapid (5JA071101A)

Front mud flaps

COVER ALL BASES
If you’re planning to venture off the beaten path a little in your
Rapid Spaceback, we recommend fitting an engine cover. Once
mounted, the plastic cover protects the engine from water, dust,
mud and rocks, as well as providing resistance against mechanical
and chemical damage.
That’s not all though. Engine noise is lowered, fuel efficiency is
improved and the day-to-day damage to your alternator, starter
motor and many other components is reduced, which means
they’ll last longer too. What’s more, mounting the engine
cover doesn’t require any modification to the car’s chassis.

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(5JA 071 111)

Ski sack
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(DMA 600 004A)

Trunk grille
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(5JJ 071 221)
Rapid (5JA071195)

THOUGHTFUL
EXTRAS
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THOUGHTFUL
EXTRAS
While the Rapid Spaceback is packed with cutting-edge technology,
we didn’t forget about the practical touches you often rely on the
most. These accessories extend the list further still.

Smart Holder – hook

Smart Holder – multimedia holder

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(3V0 061 126)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(3V0 061 129)

For mounting to the headrest, it is necessary to combine with
Smart Holder – adapter (3V0 061 128)
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

TRANSPORT
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TRANSPORT
When it comes to luggage room, the Rapid Spaceback more than lives up to its name.
However, if heading out for a sports trip or family adventure sometimes even 415
litres of interior space isn’t enough. With the simple addition of the basic roof rack,
your bikes, skis and luggage can all be easily mounted to the roof rack, which is 100%
compatible with the Rapid Spaceback. You’ll also avoid the potential safety hazards
that can occur by fitting non-genuine ŠKODA accessories.

CITY CRASH TESTED
The thought of your luggage or bikes going on
a trip of their own is completely unthinkable.
That’s why our racks undergo a number of
demanding tests, from corrosion resistance
to loading capacity and durability. They must
also undergo the City Crash test, where a rack
loaded with 90kg must remain on the car body
under a force of approximately 12G.

Lockable ski or snowboard rack with aluminium profile
(000 071 129H)

Basic roof rack
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(5JJ 071 126)

Detachable tow bar

Detachable tow bar for Rapid

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Electrics for cars with serial preparation
(5JJ 092 155 + 5JJ 055 204A)
Electrics for cars without serial preparation
(5JJ 092 155 + 5JA 055 204B + 5JJ 055 204A)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Electrics for cars with serial preparation
(5JH 092 155 + 5JH 055 204)
Electrics for cars without serial preparation
(5JH 092 155 + 5JH 055 204 + 5JA 055 204B)

Non-detachable tow bar

Non-detachable tow bar for Rapid

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Electrics for cars with serial preparation
(5JA 092 101A + 5JH 055 204)
Electrics for cars without serial preparation
(5JA 092 101A + 5JA 055 204B + 5JJ 055 204A)
You will need to order frame for bumper
with towbar (5JJ807518)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Electrics for cars with serial preparation
(5JA 092 101A + 5JH 055 204)
Electrics for cars without serial preparation
(5JA 092 101A + 5JH 055 204 + 5JA 055 204B)
You will need to order frame for bumper
with towbar (5JJ807518

Price may vary depending on model, please contact your local retailer

Roof rack sack
(000 071 156)

Lockable bicycle rack

Bicycle holder for tow bar

With aluminium profile (000 071 128E)
With steel profile (000 071 128D)

For 2 bicycles
(000 071 105C)
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Lockable ski and snowboard box
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Capacity of up to 5 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards,
volume of 380 litres, available in three colours

Black
(5L6 071 175A)

Silver
(5L6 071 175)

White
(5L6 071 175B)

SAFETY
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SAFETY
To ensure the maximum safety of your smallest passengers,
our child seats feature variable mounting options that
allow you to transport your child both with and against the
direction of travel, depending on their position in the car.

When it comes to choosing safety equipment
for your car, it’s often as important to
consider your personal circumstances as
your passengers on board. That’s why we’ve
created this range of 100% compatible Genuine
Accessories. Endlessly darting between kids’
clubs? Our child seats ensure your smallest
passengers are always sitting comfortably.
Collecting motorway miles the norm? A first
aid box and warning triangle should be a
priority. Driving in severe weather unavoidable?
Snow chains could fast prove essential for your
Rapid Spaceback come winter.

PRACTICAL AND VARIABLE
The intelligent design of these child seats allows your child to be seated both in
the back of the car, but also on the front passenger’s seat where you can keep a
closer eye on them. The seats also cleverly adapt to the ever-changing size of your
children, making them a great long-term investment.
Dog safety belt
Size S (000 019 409A)
Size M (000 019 409B)
Size L (000 019 409C)
Size XL (000 019 409D)

Protective pad under the child seat

PERFECTLY VERIFIED
All our child seats comply with European safety regulations (EHK 44.04) and have
been rigorously tested. Their high quality and safety is further highlighted by their
excellent results in the Euro NCAP impact test, together with successful noncombustibility testing, harmful substance ratings and cover quality.

(000 019 819A)

0–13 kg

0-18 kg

9–18 kg

15–36 kg

BABY-SAFE Plus child seat

ISOFIX GO/1 child seat

ISOFIX Duo Plus child seat

Wavo 1-2-3 child seat

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(1ST 019 907)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(000 019 909D)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(DDA 000 006)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(000 019 903D)

Watch the child seat testing video.
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First aid box
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Content complies with amended
Directive No. 216/2010
(3T0 093 108)

Reflective safety vest
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Made of 100% polyester, supplied in a textile case
Yellow (000 093 056F)
Orange (XXA 009 001)

Rear parking sensors
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
For cars produced since 45/15 (5JA 054 630C)

Snocks

Foldable snow shovel

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(ZGB00007136S)
(ZGB00007138M)
(ZGB00007138S)
Please check tyre size compatibility

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Made of aluminium alloy, weight 750 g,
three-part, including a practical textile bag
(5L0 099 320)

Tow rope

Safety bolt set

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(GAA 500 001)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
The bolts require a special adaptor to be unscrewed
to avoid unauthorised wheel removal
(000 071 597C)

Snow chains

Spare bulb set

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
14” wheels (000 091 387AM)
15” wheels (000 091 387AN)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
H7 without fog light (5JA 052 000D)
H7 with fog light (5JA 052 000E)
H15 without fog light (5JA 052 000B)
H15 with fog light (5JA 052 000C)
Xenon without fog light (5JA 052 000F)
Xenon with fog light (5JA 052 000G)

Warning triangle
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Space-saving, but still stable and well visible, with
folding metal feet for emergency roadside standing
(GGA 700 001A)

D R I V E N BY S O M ETH I N G D I F F E R E NT

To b u i l d yo u r ow n Š KO DA v i s i t s ko d a . c o . u k

Speak to your local ŠKODA Retailer or visit skoda.co.uk for all pricing and fitting information.

Your ŠKODA Retailer:

30689

UK 08/17
03330 037 504
skoda.co.uk
customerservices@skoda.co.uk

08/17

The information in this brochure referring to specification, design, equipment, material and external appearance relates to the
time at which this brochure was printed. Whilst every effort is made to ensure its accuracy, the information in this brochure is
not binding and is subject to alteration. Some images within this brochure depict left hand drive models, with both standard
and optional equipment shown. Please confirm exact specifications, prices and colour availability with your ŠKODA Retailer
who will be notified of any changes as they occur.

RAPID SPACEBACK accessory pricing
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Category

5th door spoiler
5th door spoiler - RAPID

Part
number

RRP
incl.
VAT £

Fitted
Price
incl.
VAT £

Design

5JJ071646

£142.00

£202.00

Design

5JH071641A
5L0071780

£163.00

£193.00

External mirrors decorative caps – carbon look

Design

5JA072530B

£87.00

£117.00

External mirrors decorative caps – black

Design

6V0072530A

£40.00

£52.00

Foil set

Design

5JJ064317D

£55.00

£79.00

Decorative door sill covers with RAPID inscription – black design

Design

5JA071303A

£45.00

£75.00

Decorative door sill covers with RAPID inscription – Aluminium insert

Design

5JA071303

£70.00

£100.00

Decorative valve caps

Design

000071215C

£18.00

£18.00

Cover for complete set of wheels

Design

000073900B

£22.00

£22.00
£205.00

Braga light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in anthracite design

Wheels

5JJ071497CHA7

£181.00

Capricornus light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in anthracite design, brushed

Wheels

5JA071497KHA7

£181.00

£205.00

Capricornus light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in black metallic design, brushed

Wheels

5JA071497LFL8

£181.00

£205.00

Capricornus light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in silver design, brushed

Wheels

5JA071497M8Z8

£181.00

£205.00

Torino light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in silver design, brushed

Wheels

5JA071497N8Z8

£181.00

£205.00

Torino light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in black metallic design, brushed

Wheels

5JA071497PFL8

£181.00

£205.00

Torino light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in black matt design, brushed

Wheels

5JA071497QZG6

£181.00

£205.00

Trius light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in anthracite design

Wheels

5JA071497RHA7

£181.00

£205.00

Savio light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in matt platinum design, brushed

Wheels

5JA071497DHZ9

£181.00

£205.00

Savio light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in metallic black design, brushed

Wheels

5JA071497BFL8

£181.00

£205.00

Savio light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in silver design, brushed

Wheels

5JA071497J8Z8

£181.00

£205.00

Savio light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in matt black design, brushed

Wheels

5JA071497CZG6

£181.00

£205.00

Blade light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in matt black design, brushed

Wheels

5JA071497GZG6

£181.00

£205.00

Blade light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in matt platinum design, brushed

Wheels

5JA071497FHZ9

£181.00

£205.00

Ray light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in black metallic design, brushed

Wheels

5JA071497FL8

£181.00

£205.00

Ray light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in glossy black design, brushed

Wheels

5JA071497JX2

£181.00

£205.00

Ray light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in silver design

Wheels

5JA0714978Z8

£181.00

£205.00

Prestige light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in matt black design

Wheels

5JA071497AZG6

£181.00

£205.00

Camelot light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in silver design

Wheels

5JA071497A8Z8

£181.00

£205.00

Clubber light-alloy wheel 7J × 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in silver design

Wheels

6V00714978Z8

£181.00

£205.00

Rock light-alloy wheel 7J × 16" for 215/45 R16 tyres in silver design

Wheels

6V0071496C8Z8

£156.00

£180.00

Dione light-alloy wheel 7J × 16" for 215/45 R16 tyres in silver design

Wheels

5JA071496B8Z8

£171.00

£195.00

Italia light-alloy wheel 7J × 16" for 215/45 R16 tyres in black metallic design, brushed

Wheels

6V0071496FL8

£156.00

£180.00

Italia light-alloy wheel 7J × 16" for 215/45 R16 tyres in silver design, brushed

Wheels

6V0071496B8Z8

£156.00

£180.00

Italia light-alloy wheel 7J × 16" for 215/45 R16 tyres in white design, brushed

Wheels

6V0071496AFM9

£156.00

£180.00

Antia light-alloy wheel 7J × 16" for 215/45 R16 tyres in silver design

Wheels

5JA0714968Z8

£156.00

£180.00

Antia light-alloy wheel 7J × 16" for 215/45 R16 tyres in black metallic design

Wheels

5JA071496CFL8

£156.00

£180.00

Antia light-alloy wheel 7J × 16" for 215/45 R16 tyres in white design

Wheels

5JA071496FM9

£156.00

£180.00

Carme light-alloy wheel 6J × 15" for 185/60 R15 tyres in silver design

Wheels

5JA0714958Z8

£161.00

£185.00

Propeller light-alloy wheel 6J × 15" for 185/60 R15 tyres in silver design

Wheels

5JA071495A8Z8

£146.00

£170.00

Connecting cable USB - Micro

Infotainment

5JA051446J

£25.00

£25.00

Connecting cable USB - Mini

Infotainment

5JA051446H

£25.00

£25.00

Connecting cable USB - Apple

Infotainment

5E0051510E

£32.00

£32.00
£97.00

Back seat protection

Comfort & Utility

3V0061680

£97.00

Ice scraper

Comfort & Utility

5JA096010

£4.00

£4.00

Portable coffee maker

Comfort & Utility

000069641C

£168.00

£168.00

Multimedia holder

Comfort & Utility

5JA051435A

£23.00

£23.00

Bin for door panel - beige

Comfort & Utility

5JA061107WC4

£12.00

£12.00

Bin for door panel - black

Comfort & Utility

5JA0611079B9

£12.00

£12.00

Thermo-electric cool box (20l) - with car battery voltage guard

Comfort & Utility

000065400G

£144.00

£144.00

Thermo-electric cool box (15l)

Comfort & Utility

5L0065400

£136.00

£136.00

All-weather interior floor mats front 2-piece set

Comfort & Utility

5JC061550

£40.00

£40.00

Textile floor mats standard 4-piece set

Comfort & Utility

5JC061404E

£44.00

£44.00

Textile floor mats Prestige with grey trim 4-piece set

Comfort & Utility

5JC061404D

£56.00

£56.00

All-weather mat over the tunnel

Comfort & Utility

5JA061580B

£33.00

£33.00

Rubber boot mat

Comfort & Utility

5JA061190

£35.00

£35.00

False boot floor

Comfort & Utility

5JJ061103A

£84.00

£84.00

Netting program in red colour - RAPID

Comfort & Utility

5JA017700

£28.00

£28.00

Netting program in black colour

Comfort & Utility

5JJ065110C

£28.00

£28.00

Netting program in black colour - RAPID

Comfort & Utility

5JA065110

£28.00

£28.00

Net under the parcel shelf

Comfort & Utility

5JJ065110D

£26.00

£26.00

Net under the parcel shelf - RAPID

Comfort & Utility

5JH065110

£26.00

£26.00

Universal fixing element

Comfort & Utility

6V0061104

£10.00

£10.00

Subject to changes and errors. Please contact your ŠKODA Retailer for further information on painting and fitting. Effective from February 2018

RAPID SPACEBACK accessory pricing
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Category

Part
number

RRP
incl.
VAT £

Fitted
Price
incl.
VAT £

Storage net boot pocket

Comfort & Utility

5JJ065110B

£9.00

£9.00

Double-sided boot mat

Comfort & Utility

5JJ061163A

£55.00

£55.00

Double-sided boot mat - RAPID

Comfort & Utility

5JH061163

£52.00

£52.00

Plastic boot dish

Comfort & Utility

5JJ061162

£81.00

£81.00

Plastic boot dish - with aluminum partition

Comfort & Utility

3T0017254

£37.00

£37.00

Protective foil for loading edge

Comfort & Utility

5JJ071363A

£39.00

£63.00

Protective foil for loading edge - RAPID

Comfort & Utility

5JJ061195

£33.00

£33.00

Protective cover for loading edge

Comfort & Utility

5JJ071316

£9.00

£9.00

Protective cover for loading edge - RAPID

Comfort & Utility

5JA071336

£15.00

£15.00

Trunk grille

Comfort & Utility

5JJ071221

£119.00

£167.00

Dog guard

Comfort & Utility
(UK Products)

ZGB5J0017222

£125.00

£143.00
£210.00

Armrest

Comfort & Utility

5JA061123A

£160.00

Ski sack

Comfort & Utility

DMA600004A

£96.00

£96.00

Rear mud flaps

Comfort & Utility

5JA071101

£34.00

£58.00

Front mud flaps

£58.00

Comfort & Utility

5JA071111

£34.00

Smart holder - hook

Simply Clever

3V0061126

£9.00

£9.00

Smart holder - multimedia holder

Simply Clever

3V0061129

£21.00

£21.00

Smart holder - adapter

Simply Clever

3V0061128

£11.00

£11.00

Basic roof rack

Transport

5JJ071126

£175.00

£175.00

Roof rack sack

Transport

000071156

£32.00

£32.00

Detachable tow bar - Electrics for cars with serial preparation

Transport

5JJ092155
5JJ055204A
5JJ807518

Contact your
local retailer

Contact your
local retailer

Detachable tow bar - Electrics for cars without serial preparation

Transport

5JJ092155
5JJ055204A
5JA055204B
5JJ807518

Contact your
local retailer

Contact your
local retailer

Detachable tow bar - RAPID - Electrics for cars with serial preparation

Transport

5JH092155
5JH055204
5JH807518

Contact your
local retailer

Contact your
local retailer

Detachable tow bar - RAPID - Electrics for cars without serial preparation

Transport

5JH092155
5JH055204
5JA055204B
5JH807518

Contact your
local retailer

Contact your
local retailer

Non-detachable tow bar - Electrics for cars with serial preparation

Transport

5JA092101A
5JH055204

Contact your
local retailer

Contact your
local retailer

Non-detachable tow bar - Electrics for cars without serial preparation

Transport

5JA092101A
5JH055204
5JA055204B

Contact your
local retailer

Contact your
local retailer

Lockable ski or snowboard rack (with aluminium profile)

Transport

000071129H

£88.00

£88.00

Lockable bicycle rack - with aluminium profile

Transport

000071128E

£114.00

£114.00

Lockable bicycle rack - with steel profile

Transport

000071128D

£109.00

£109.00

Lockable roof box (Black metallic colour)

Transport

5L6071175A

£360.00

£360.00

Lockable roof box (Silver)

Transport

5L6071175

£360.00

£360.00

Lockable roof box (White)

Transport

5L6071175B

£360.00

£360.00

Bicycle carrier for a tow bar

Transport

000071105C

£461.00

£461.00

BABY-SAFE Plus child seat

Safety

1ST019907

£355.00

£355.00

ISOFIX GO/1 child seat

Safety

000019909D

£247.00

£247.00

ISOFIX Duo Plus child seat

Safety

DDA000006

£447.00

£447.00

Wavo 1-2-3 child seat

Safety

000019903D

No longer
available

No longer
available

Protective pad under the child seat

Safety

000019819A

£16.00

£16.00

RECARO Zero1 i-Size - Performance Black

Safety (UK Products)

ZGB0000918 16

£399.00

£399.00

RECARO Privia Evo - Carbon Black, age 0-18 months (0-13 kg)

Safety (UK Products)

ZGB0000918 XX

£135.00

£135.00

Recaro Young Sport Hero - various colours, age 9 months - 4.5 years (9-36 kg)

Safety (UK Products)

ZGB0000918 XX

£179.99

£179.99

Recaro Monza Nova IS - various colours, age 9 months - 4.5 years (9-36 kg)

Safety (UK Products)

ZGB0000918 XX

£215.00

£215.00

Dog safety belt - Size S

Safety

000019409A

£52.00

£52.00

Dog safety belt - Size M

Safety

000019409B

£67.00

£67.00

Dog safety belt - Size L

Safety

000019409C

£77.00

£77.00

Dog safety belt - Size XL

Safety

000019409D

£88.00

£88.00

Safety bolt set

Safety

000071597C

£37.00

£49.00

Rear parking sensors - for cars produced since CW 45/16

Safety

5JA054630C

£200.00

£428.00

First aid box

Safety

GFA410010GB

£27.00

£27.00

Subject to changes and errors. Please contact your ŠKODA Retailer for further information on painting and fitting. Effective from February 2018

RAPID SPACEBACK accessory pricing
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Category

Part
number

RRP
incl.
VAT £

Fitted
Price
incl.
VAT £

Reflective safety vest - Yellow

Safety

000093056F

£5.00

Reflective safety vest - Orange

Safety

XXA009001

£5.00

£5.00

Tow rope

Safety

GAA500001

£14.00

£14.00

£5.00

Snow chains - for 15" wheels

Safety

000091387AQ

£71.00

£71.00

Snow chains - for 16" and 17" wheels

Safety

000091387AJ

£67.00

£67.00

Spare bulb set - H7 without fog light

Safety

5JA052000D

£31.00

£31.00

Spare bulb set - H7 with fog light

Safety

5JA052000E

£51.00

£51.00

Spare bulb set - H15 without fog light

Safety

5JA052000B

£12.00

£12.00

Spare bulb set - H15 with fog light

Safety

5JA052000C

£31.00

£31.00

Spare bulb set - Xenon without fog light

Safety

5JA052000F

£26.00

£26.00

Spare bulb set - Xenon with fog light

Safety

5JA052000G

£33.00

£33.00

Foldable snow shovel

Safety

5L0099320

£40.00

£40.00

Warning triangle

Safety

GGA700001A

£19.00

£19.00

Subject to changes and errors. Please contact your ŠKODA Retailer for further information on painting and fitting. Effective from February 2018

